Semantic transparency deals with the interface between lexical semantics and morphology. It is an important linguistic phenomenon in Chinese in the context of prediction of meanings of compounds from its constituents. Given prominence of compounding in Chinese morpho-lexical processes, to date there is no semantic transparency dataset available to support verifiable and replicable quantitative analysis of semantic transparency in Mandarin Chinese. In addition, the relation between semantic transparency and morphological structure has not been systematically examined. This paper reports a crowdsourcing-based experiment designed for the construction of a large semantic transparency dataset of Chinese Chinese compounds which includes semantic transparency ratings of both the compound and each constituent root of the compound. We also present an analysis of the effects of morphological structure on semantic transparency using the constructed dataset. Our study found that in a transparent modifier-head compound, the head tends to get greater semantic transparency rating than the modifier. Interestingly, no such effect is observed in coordinative compounds. This result suggests that compounds of different morphological structures are processed differently and that the concept of head plays an important role in the word-formation process of compounding. We advocate that crowdsourcing can be a highly instrumental method to collect linguistic judgements and to construct language resources in Chinese language studies. In addition, the proposed methodology of comparing constituent transparency and word transparency sheds light on the relation between morpho-lexical structure and cognitive processing of lexical meanings.
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**SemTransCNC 1.0** is a semantic transparency dataset of Chinese nominal compounds which was built using a series of Mechanical Turk-based experiments. It consists of the overall and the constituent semantic transparency (OST, CST respectively) data of 1,176 dimorphemic Chinese nominal compounds which consist of free morphemes and which have mid-range frequencies. The construction methodology of this dataset is described in details in Wang et al. (2014) and Huang and Wang (2016). Some of the important features of the datasets are further elaborated in Wang et al. (2019). The dataset is in CSV format which has 11 columns. The columns "WORD" and "WORDT" list Chinese nominal compounds in simplified and traditional Chinese characters respectively. The column "STRUCT" stores the morphological structure of the compounds. The columns "FREQ" and "RFREQ" show the absolute and relative frequencies respectively of the compounds according to the Sinica Corpus V4.0. The columns "NOST", "NC1CST", and "NC2CST" respectively store the overall semantic transparency value of each compound and the constituent semantic transparency values of both constituents of each compound; in these columns, 1 means completely transparent and 0 means completely opaque. The columns "OSD", "C1SD", and "C2SD" are the standard deviations of the overall and constituent semantic transparency rating data of each compound.
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